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Abstract

Deep learning (DL)-based channel state information (CSI) feedback improves the capacity and

energy efficiency of massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) systems in frequency division

duplexing mode. However, multiple neural networks with different lengths of feedback overhead are

required by time-varying bandwidth resources. The storage space required at the user equipment (UE)

and the base station (BS) for these models increases linearly with the number of models. In this paper,

we propose a DL-based changeable-rate framework with novel quantization scheme to improve the

efficiency and feasibility of CSI feedback systems. This framework can reutilize all the network layers

to achieve overhead-changeable CSI feedback to optimize the storage efficiency at the UE and the BS

sides. Designed quantizer in this framework can avoid the normalization and gradient problems faced by

traditional quantization schemes. Specifically, we propose two DL-based changeable-rate CSI feedback

networks CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph by introducing a feedback overhead control unit. Then,

a pluggable quantization block (PQB) is developed to further improve the encoding efficiency of CSI

feedback in an end-to-end way. Compared with existing CSI feedback methods, the proposed framework

saves the storage space by about 50% with changeable-rate scheme and improves the encoding efficiency

with the quantization module.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Massive multiple-input multiple-output (MIMO) has been proved to be a promising technology

for beyond 5G and next wireless communication systems [1]–[4]. By deploying large-scale

antenna arrays, the base station (BS) can achieve high downlink throughput and low interference

[5], [6]. The above benefit requires instantaneous and accurate downlink channel state information

(CSI) at the BS side [7]. In time division duplexing (TDD) mode, uplink and downlink work

in the same frequency band but different time slots. Thus, BS can estimate downlink CSI

utilizing reciprocity from uplink CSI. However, in widely used frequency division duplexing

(FDD) systems, downlink CSI is hard to infer because of the obscure reciprocity between the

uplink and downlink frequency bands.

Existing FDD MIMO systems often use direct quantization approach for downlink CSI feed-

back. Specifically, the user equipment (UE) estimates the current time downlink CSI with the

pilot sent from the BS firstly. Then, the UE quantifies CSI in the form of precoding matrix index

(PMI) and reports PMI to the BS using feedback link [8]. However, with the increasing number of

antennas in massive MIMO communication system, linearly growing feedback overhead occupies

excessive spectrum which is not acceptable. To tackle this problem, it is necessary to find a

more efficiency method to compress and sense CSI. Compressive sensing (CS)-based algorithms

compress and reconstruct CSI [9], [10] under the assumption of the sparsity of channel in a certain

domain. However, the sparsity assumption of channel leads to limited performance of CS-based

approaches. Moreover, because of the time-varying nature of the channel, CSI is time sensitive.

The iterative algorithms based on CS are time-consuming which reduce the performance gain

provided by downlink CSI.

Deep learning (DL) has achieved a great success in many fields [11]–[15]. Driven by large

datasets, the algorithms based on DL have been proved to be able to provide a reliable solution to

the problems that are difficult to model. Through forward and back-propagation, neural networks

also have a low time delay.

In the field of wireless communications, the CSI matrix can be regarded as an image because of

the correlation of adjacent elements. Thus, it is possible to process CSI matrix using approaches

based on DL, e.g., for channel estimation [16], [17], feedback [18]–[23], signal detection [24],

channel modeling [25] and scenario identification [26].

The authors of [18], for the first time, introduce a DL-based framework for CSI feedback
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called CsiNet. CsiNet employs the autoencoder structure consisting of encoder and decoder.

Encoder is deployed at the UE side to sense and compress CSI into a low rank codeword vector.

Then, this codeword is reported to the BS using feedback link. Finally, decoder deployed at the

BS side reconstructs codeword vector to obtain the original CSI. CsiNet has been demonstrated

to have better reconstruction accuracy and lower time consumption compared with CS-based

schemes. Next, researchers develop a series of architectures to exploit the correlations of wireless

channel to improve CSI feedback and reconstruction accuracy. DualNet is proposed in [19], which

exploits bi-directional channel implicit reciprocity in DL to improve downlink CSI reconstruction

accuracy with the help of uplink CSI. Using LSTM architecture [20], time correlation is utilized

to improve the accuracy of CSI feedback. In [21], the spatial correlation of multiple users is

considered to reduce CSI feedback overhead. Some works focus on excavating the abilities of

encoder and decoder to achieve high performance. After investigating the characteristics of CSI,

the authors of [22] establish a guideline for CSI feedback network designing and proposed an

advanced architecture based on autoencoder, named CsiNet+. CsiNet+ extracts deeper channel

features and shows competitive performance. The architectures of CsiNet and DualNet are opti-

mized in [23], and their advanced counterparts named CsiNetPro and DualNetSph are proposed,

to produce more efficient CSI codewords and achieve more accurate CSI reconstruction accuracy.

Among the aforesaid DL-based CSI feedback schemes, most of them are designed through

autoencoder framework to compress CSI. To make neural network run properly, the compressed

CSI, i.e., the codeword, is required to have a fixed length. However, CSI feedback overhead is

subject to change according to the available bandwidth resource and the reconstruction accuracy

requirement of CSI. 3GPP TS 38.214 [8] stipulates that, according to the bandwidth resource

and the settings of feedback system, PMI can be fed back with a variable length. The rest of

PMI information which exceeds the limitation of feedback overhead will be discarded directly. If

a part of the codeword is truncated simply in the DL-based CSI feedback approach, autoencoder

will work abnormally. he authors of [22] propose two architectures called SM-CsiNet+ and

PM-CsiNet+, which support a 4-option selectable CSI feedback overhead by training multiple

decoders at the BS side. Similar to [22], a serial compression scheme SALDR is developed in [35]

to support at most 4-option feedback overhead in DL-based CSI feedback networks. However,

such few options still cannot meet the actual application requirements. Moreover, the number

of decoders increases with the number of options linearly, which occupies precious storage

resources. Thus, designing a simple and feasible framework supporting fine-grained changeable
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CSI feedback overhead is urgently needed.

Meanwhile, existing works focus on improving the CSI reconstruction accuracy of neural

networks, but most of them ignore the impact of quantization operations. The quantization of

codewords can improve the encoding efficiency but introduces quantization noise. Therefore,

finding an efficient quantizer with minimized quantization noise is important to improve the CSI

feedback system performance. Due to the fact that quantization operation is not differentiable,

quantization cannot be directly conducted in the back-propagation process of the neural network

training. An offset module is developed in [22] to reduce the quantization distortion and a

dedicated training strategy is established to avoid the gradient problem. The authors of [27]

design an end-to-end CSI feedback framework with quantization operations where the quantized

gradient is forced to the constant one. However, the above approximate quantizers do not fully

consider the behavior of the quantizers in DL-based tasks and operate in fragile ways that affect

the convergence of the neural networks. To get the optimal fitting solution, the quantization

network should be globally optimized and a proper back-propagation gradient is required.

To deal with the above storage and encoding efficiency challenges, we propose a DL-based

changeable-rate CSI feedback scheme, which improves the storage efficiency and reduces the

quantization noise. Specifically, we first propose two changeable-rate CSI feedback networks for

variable feedback overhead to save the storage space of the UE and BS. Then, we develop a

novel quantizer to minimize the noise introduced by quantization operation. Finally, we analyze

the performance of the proposed networks and discuss the mechanisms of changeable-rate CSI

feedback and the proposed quantization scheme.

The main contributions of this work are summarized as follows:

• To improve the efficiency and feasibility of CSI feedback systems, we propose a universal

DL-based changeable-rate CSI feedback framework with a novel quantizer. This framework

reutilizes all the neural network layers to extract the general features under different feedback

overheads to achieve variable length coding of CSI, which can reduce the storage overhead

of models at both the UE side and the BS side. The quantizer can improve the encoding

efficiency and minimize the impact of quantization noise.

• Two changeable-rate CSI feedback networks, CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph, are pro-

posed by introducing a feedback overhead control unit. With the proposed training strategy,

CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph can reconstruct CSI from the length-changeable feed-

back codewords with only one transmitter (encoder) at the UE and one receiver (decoder)
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at the BS. Compared with positioning multiple length-fixed CSI feedback networks, CH-

CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph can save the storage space and keep robust CSI recovery

accuracy. For a typical setting of length-fixed CSI feedback scheme, it is possible to reduce

the storage space by about 50% while not increasing the amount of floating-point operations

(FLOPs) needed at both the UE and the BS sides.

• We utilize a bounded mapping function and design an approximate gradient for the proposed

quantizer named pluggable quantization block (PQB). PQB can avoid the normalization

and gradient problems faced by existing quantization schemes and optimize CSI feedback

networks in an end-to-end way. Experiment results show that PQB achieves better CSI

reconstruction accuracy compared with existing quantization schemes. Combined with the

introduced changeable-rate CSI feedback networks, we further propose two joint optimiza-

tion networks named CH-CsiNetPro-PQB and CH-DualNetSph-PQB to improve the storage

and encoding efficiency of CSI feedback system at the same time.

• We finally analyze the mechanism of changeable-rate CSI feedback and evaluates the

proposed quantization frameworks using information entropy, which provides a guideline for

future researches on DL-based variable length coding and end-to-end quantization for CSI.

The investigations of the efficiency and reconstruction accuracy improvement are discussed.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the system model.

Section III introduces a changeable-rate CSI feedback scheme based on DL. To further show the

efficiency of the introduced scheme, we propose two changeable-rate feedback networks, CH-

CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph. Section IV introduces a novel quantization module to end-to-end

optimize the encoding efficiency of CSI feedback architectures. Finally, we design the experiment

for the proposed networks, provide numerical performance results and discuss the efficiency and

performance improvement of the designed changeable-rate scheme and quantization module for

DL-based CSI feedback networks in Section V. Section VI concludes the paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL

In this section, we introduce the wireless communication system of massive MIMO orthogonal

frequency division multiplexing (OFDM). Then, we discuss CSI compression, quantization,

feedback and reconstruction mechanism based on DL.
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A. Massive MIMO OFDM System

Consider a single-cell massive MIMO OFDM system, Nt ≫ 1 transmitting antennas are

deployed at the BS side and a single receiving antenna is positioned at the UE side. There are

Ns subcarriers adopted in this system. Thus, the downlink received signal at the i-th subcarrier

is described as

yid = h̃
i
d

H
v
i
tx

i
d + ni

d, (1)

where h̃
i
d ∈ CNt×1 denotes the downlink channel frequency response vector of the i-th subcarrier,

v
i
t ∈ CNt×1 represents the transmitted precoding vector, xi

d ∈ C is the downlink sent symbol

and ni
d ∈ C denotes the additive noise. (·)H denotes conjugate transpose. The BS can calculate

transmitted precoding vector vi
t once the downlink CSI vector h̃i

d has been obtained. The uplink

received signal at the i-th subcarrier is

yiu = v
i
r

H
h̃
i
ux

i
u + v

i
r

H
ni
u, (2)

where v
i
r ∈ CNt×1 denotes the receiving beamformer of the i-th subcarrier, h̃i

u ∈ CNt×1 denotes

the uplink channel vector, xi
u ∈ C is the uplink sent symbol and ni

u ∈ C is the additive

noise. The downlink channel vectors of Ns subcarriers stacked in the frequency domain is

H̃d = [h̃1
d, h̃

2
d, . . . , h̃

Ns

d ]H ∈ CNs×Nt . Similarly, the uplink CSI matrix in the spatial-frequency is

denoted as H̃u = [h̃1
u, h̃

2
u, . . . , h̃

Ns
u ]H ∈ CNs×Nt .

In FDD mode, the UE needs to feed downlink CSI matrix back to the BS to calculate

transmitted precoding vector. However, the total number of real-valued feedback parameters

is 2NsNt. Undue feedback payload makes band resource exhausted. To exploit the sparsity of

CSI matrix in the angular-delay domain, H̃ is transformed from the spatial-frequency domain

to the angular-delay domain using 2-D discrete Fourier transform (DFT), i.e.,

H = FdH̃F
H
a , (3)

where Fd and Fa are Ns×Ns and Nt×Nt DFT matrix, respectively. After 2-D DFT, the elements

of H are near zero except the first Ñs rows in the delay domain. Thus, only the first Ñs rows

of H are retained, and the truncated CSI matrix has most information of H. Let Hd and Hu be

the truncated CSI matrix of downlink and uplink in the angular-delay domain, respectively. The

total number of real-valued feedback parameters of Hd decreases to 2ÑsNt, which is still a huge

overhead for massive MIMO system. Although the elements of Hd retain most information of
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Fig. 1. The proposed DL-based changeable-rate CSI feedback framework with quantization operation.

original CSI matrix, Hd is still sparse and has local relevance. Therefore, it is possible to further

reduce the feedback overhead by compression using neural networks.

B. DL-based CSI Feedback

An autoencoder architecture is applied to compress, report and reconstruct CSI matrix. Dif-

ferent from existing works, a scenario with changeable feedback overhead is taken into consid-

eration. As shown in Fig. 1, we propose a DL-based changeable-rate CSI feedback framework

with quantization operation. There are sensing, compression and quantization modules at the UE

side, de-quantization and reconstruction modules at the BS side. The UE compresses downlink

CSI matrix into a codeword. Because the limitation of time-varying bandwidth resource places

constraints on the feedback overhead, the length of codeword vector is subject to change. Then,

the codeword is sent to quantization module and fed back to the BS as a bit stream. De-

quantization module recovers the codeword from the received bit stream. After that, the BS

reconstructs CSI matrix from codeword with the help of uplink CSI matrix (if needed).

The codeword sensed and compressed from Hd using the encoder fen (·) which is denoted as

sn = fen (Hd, n) , (4)

where n is the length of codeword under the feedback overhead constraint. The quantization and

de-quantization of codeword sn which is denoted as

ŝn = fde-quan (fquan (sn)) , (5)

where fquan (·) and fde-quan (·) are the quantization and de-quantization function, respectively.

The process of recovering CSI matrix from ŝn using the decoder fde (·) is denoted as the

follows

Ĥd = fde (ŝn) . (6)
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Fig. 2. Illustration of multiple neural networks working under different feedback overhead. Due to the bandwidth resource

constraint, the UE needs to select an appropriate encoder and the corresponding decoder to compress CSI to a certain length.

There is a trade-off between feedback overhead and reconstruction accuracy.

If uplink CSI matrix Hu is used as an auxiliary, equation (6) becomes

Ĥd = fde (ŝn,Hu) . (7)

The mean-squared error (MSE) is utilized as the objective function for the training of neural

network, which is formulated as minimizing

MSE =
1

N

N∑

k=1

‖Hk
d − Ĥ

k
d‖

2
2, (8)

where N is the total number of training samples of the neural network and k is the index of the

sample.

III. DL-BASED CHANGEABLE-RATE CSI FEEDBACK

Existing DL-based CSI feedback frameworks, e.g. CsiNetPro and DualNetSph [23], have

shown to have a great performance on CSI sensing, compressing and recovering. However, once

the neural network is trained, the input data size and the output data size are fixed for each

layer. Therefore, the length of feedback codeword is immutable. As shown in Fig. 2, multiple

neural networks trained with different feedback overhead options need to be stored at the BS

and the UE to deal with the constraint of variable bandwidth resource and feedback accuracy.

Redundant structures occupy excessive storage space and make the system inefficient.

In this section, CsiNetPro and DualNetSph are taken as examples to show the number of

parameters of neural networks with different feedback codeword overhead. Then, a changeable-

rate CSI feedback scheme is proposed to improve the efficiency of the system.
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A. Architectures of DL-based CSI feedback

As described in [23], CsiNetPro senses and compresses the complex CSI matrix in Cartesian

coordinate system. At the UE side, four convolutional layers utilize 7 × 7 kernels to generate

16, 8, 4 and 2 feature maps, which extract the features of CSI matrix. Then, after flattened into

a vector, an M-element fully connected (FC) layer is used to reduce dimension and generate

the codeword sM . The decoder, at the BS side, firstly use an FC layer to restore the original

dimension of CSI matrix, and the output matrix is sent to a series of convolutional layers of

7×7 kernel with 16, 8, 4 and 2 feature maps, sequentially, to reconstruct the real and imaginary

parts of CSI matrix. Different from CsiNetPro, DualNetSph exploits the magnitude reciprocity of

bidirectional channel to improve the reconstruction accuracy of CSI in polar coordinate system.

The compression and feedback process can be separated into two parts. The magnitude of CSI

matrix is fed into four convolutional layers of 7×7 kernel to generate 16, 8, 4 and 1 feature maps,

sequentially, at the encoder. Then, the feature map is reshaped into a vector and compressed by

an FC layer with M elements. At the BS side, the decoder uses an FC layer to improve the

dimension of the codeword before compression. Then, uplink CSI magnitude is leveraged as an

auxiliary input to help reconstruct downlink CSI. The combination of codeword and uplink CSI

magnitude is sent to a series of convolutional layers of 7 × 7 kernel to generate 16, 8, 4 and 1

feature maps to recovered the original CSI magnitude matrix. To improve the efficiency of CSI

feedback, DualNetSph adopts a magnitude dependent phase quantization (MDPQ) approach to

quantize the phase of CSI matrix. MDPQ uses finer quantization steps to quantize the phase

with larger magnitude and vice versa.

To evaluate the complexity of neural networks, we follow the widely-used settings in the DL-

based CSI feedback systems [18]–[23] and set the number of transmitting antennas Nt = 32.

The number of subcarriers is set to Ns = 1024, and the first Ñs = 32 rows are retained in the

truncated CSI matrix in the angular-delay domain. Therefore, the size of complex CSI matrix

is Nt × Ñs, i.e., 32 × 32. The lengths of the vector before sent to the FC layers for dimension

reduction are 2048 and 1024 for CsiNetPro and DualNetSph, respectively.

B. Complexity Analysis

Neural networks contain a huge number of trainable parameters to fit the dataset. For the

aforesaid DL-based CSI feedback architectures, there are trainable parameters in the convo-

lutional layer, FC layer and batch normalization layer. The number of trainable parameters of
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TABLE I

THE NUMBERS OF TRAINABLE PARAMETERS OF CSINETPRO AND DUALNETSPH WITH DIFFERENT FEEDBACK

CODEWORD LENGTHS M

M 32 64 128 256 512

CsiNetPro

Encoder

(at the UE)
75,654 141,222 272,358 534,630 1,059,174

Decoder

(at the BS)
77,606 143,142 274,214 536,358 1,060,646

Total 153,260 284,364 546,572 1,070,988 2,119,820

M 16 32 64 128 256

DualNetSph

Encoder

(at the UE)
25,505 41,905 74,705 140,305 271,505

Decoder

(at the BS)
27,233 43,617 76,385 141,921 272,993

Total 52,738 85,522 151,090 282,226 544,498

batch normalization layer in our scheme is a fixed value 64. The trainable parameters calculation

formulas of the convolutional layer and FC layer are defined as follows:

PC =
(
Cin ×K2 + 1

)
Cout,

PF = Fout(Fin + 1),
(9)

where PC and PF denote the numbers of parameters of the convolutional layer and FC layer,

respectively. Cin and Cout are the numbers of input and output convolutional feature maps. K is

the size of convolutional kernel. Fin and Fout denote the numbers of input and output elements

of FC layer, respectively.

Table I respectively lists the numbers of trainable parameters PB+PC+PF for CsiNetPro and

DualNetSph with different feedback codeword length M . The number of trainable parameters

increases with the increasing of feedback overhead M . Training multiple CSI feedback networks

with different feedback codeword lengths will consume huge storage space at both the UE and the

BS side, which is infeasible. A low-complexity and feasible CSI feedback framework supporting

length-changeable feedback codeword is needed to improve the storage efficiency for massive

MIMO system.
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Fig. 3. The illustration of the proposed feedback overhead control unit (FOCU). FOCU firstly discards the last M −n elements

of the codeword generated by encoder under the feedback overhead constraint. Then, FOCU zero-pads M − n zeros to the

truncated codeword so that the training of the neural network is feasible.

C. Feedback Overhead Control Unit

Due to the attribute of the FC layer, its operation is length-fixed. Therefore, the degree of

dimension reduction of the CSI feedback framework based on encoder-decoder is immutable.

Inspired by the standardization scheme [8], this paper proposes a changeable-rate CSI feedback

scheme, which is shown in Fig. 3, to improve the usability of DL-based CSI feedback architec-

tures. This paper introduces a general feedback overhead control unit (FOCU) for autoencoder

architectures to constrain the length of feedback codeword. Because it is not supported to change

the length of vectors in the FC layer, after obtaining the M×1 dimension-compressed codeword

[c1, c2, . . . , cM ], FOCU discards the last part of the codeword directly. The remaining codeword

of length n (≤ M), i.e., [c1, c2, . . . , cn], is fed back to the BS side through the feedback link. Note

that n can be different during each transmission. Also, because the operation in the FC layer is

length-fixed, decoder cannot immediately exploit the fed back codeword of length n. To address

this issue, FOCU builds a placeholder (vector) of size M × 1 before decoder at the BS side.

The feedback codeword is the first n elements of the placeholder. The last M − n elements of

the placeholder are zeros, i.e., the codeword becomes [c1, c2, . . . , cn, 0, . . . , 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
(M−n) zeros

]. Finally, decoder

reconstructs the CSI matrix from the zero-padded codeword.

FOCU makes changeable feedback overhead possible. Properly trained autoencoder with

FOCU supports at most M + 1 feedback overhead options. To train the neural network with

FOCU, we first need to specify the length of feedback codeword n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M} for each
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training sample. During the training process, FOCU discards the last M − n elements of the

codeword at the UE side. At the BS side, FOCU zero-pads M−n zeros to the truncated codeword

to guarantee that the length of the codeword M is fixed for the decoder. MSE is used as the

loss function, which is formulated as follows

LOSS =
1

NM

N∑

k=1

M∑

n=0

λn‖H
k
d − fde(fde-quan(fquan(fen(H

k
d, n))))‖

2
2, (10)

where N is the size of training dataset, and k is the index of training data. λn is the weight

coefficient of feedback codeword with the length of M − n. In this work, we set n as a random

variable that is uniformly distributed over {0, 1, . . . ,M}. Therefore, we set λn = 1 for all

n ∈ {0, 1, . . . ,M}. According to (10), the neural network with FOCU is trained with feedback

codewords of different lengths which vary from 0 to M . So FOCU can reutilize all of the neural

network layers to extract the features and recover original CSI from the feedback codewords of

different lengths, and it is compatible with any other CSI feedback framework. For traditional

length-fixed CSI encoding-decoding networks, the loss function can also be formulated as (10),

where λn = 1 for n = 0 and λn = 0 otherwise.

FOCU can be applied to any traditional DL-based length-fixed CSI feedback network to

obtain a variable length CSI encoding-decoding network, which improves the efficiency of

CSI encoding-decoding systems. To further demonstrate the advantages of FOCU, we build

two changeable-rate CSI feedback networks named CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph by

integrating FOCU into CsiNetPro and DualNetSph, respectively.

D. CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph

FOCU, directly connected to CsiNetPro and DualNetSph, can achieve changeable overhead

for CSI feedback system by deploy only one transmitter (encoder) and one receiver (decoder)

at the UE side and the BS side, so that it can improve the storage and recognize efficiency.

CsiNetPro and DualNetSph with changeable-rate module FOCU are named as CH-CsiNetPro

and CH-DualNetSph, respectively. Specifically, the encoder of CH-CsiNetPro or CH-DualNetSph

compresses CSI matrix into an M-element codeword sM . Then, FOCU keeps the first n elements

of sM and discards the rest at the encoder. At the decoder, the truncated codeword is zero-padded

into the vector of length M by FOCU and denoted as sM
′. Finally, sM

′ is utilized to recover the

downlink CSI matrix. M is the maximum length of the feedback codeword supported by the

neural network. In our design, the value of M is equal to 512 for CH-CsiNetPro and 256 for
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TABLE II

TRAINABLE PARAMETERS OF CHANGEABLE AND FIXED FEEDBACK OVERHEAD NETWORKS AT THE UE AND THE BS SIDE.

Network UE BS Total

CsiNetPro 2,083,038 2,091,966 4,175,004

CH-CsiNetPro 1,059,174 1,060,646 2,119,820

Reduce by 49.152% 49.300% 49.226%

DualNetSph 553,925 562,149 1,116,074

CH-DualNetSph 271,505 272,993 544,498

Reduce by 50.985% 51.438% 51.213%

CH-DualNetSph. Thus, they support any feedback overhead less than or equal to 512 and 256,

respectively.

CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph are trained in an end-to-end way using a large-scale

dataset generated by COST 2100 [28]. For each sample of training data, the length of the

truncated feedback codeword n is uniformly and randomly realized over the set {0, 1, . . . ,M}.

All parameters of CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph are shared for different feedback over-

head. Therefore, the features, extracted by the neural network, are the same for the expres-

sion and reconstruction of any length of codeword. The number of trainable parameters of

CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph are equal to that of CsiNetPro with M = 512 and the

DualNetSph with M = 256, i.e., PCH−CsiNetPro = 2, 119, 820 and PCH−DualNetSph = 544, 498,

respectively. PCsiNetPro,M and PDualNetSph,M are used to denote the number of trainable parameters

of CsiNetPro and DualNetSph in feedback codeword length M , respectively. The sum of the

number of trainable parameters of CsiNetPro and DualNetSph is calculated as
∑

n∈N PCsiNetPro,n

and
∑

n∈N PDualNetSph,n, respectively, where M ∈ N ⊂ {0, 1, . . . ,M}. Therefore, the num-

bers of the parameters of the proposed changeable-rate networks are reduced by the factor of

1− PCH−CsiNetPro∑
n∈N PCsiNetPro,n

for CH-CsiNetPro and 1−
PCH−DualNetSph∑
n∈N PDualNetSph,n

for CH-DualNetSph.

Consider a typical setting of length-fixed CSI feedback network, we set N = {32, 64, 128, 256,

512} for CsiNetPro and N = {16, 32, 64, 128, 256} for DualNetSph. For the two networks,

N is the set of supported feedback overhead options. The total number of trainable param-

eters of CsiNetPro is
∑

n∈N PCsiNetPro,n = 4, 175, 004, and that number of DualNetSph is
∑

n∈N
PDualNetSph,n = 1, 116, 074. Table II shows the storage overhead at the UE and the BS

sides using CH-CsiNetPro, CH-DualNetSph and CsiNetPro, DualNetSph with the typical settings
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of feedback overhead. The supported lengths of feedback codewords of CH-CsiNetPro are 1 to

512, and that of CH-DualNetSph are 1 to 256. Note that not only can CH-CsiNetPro and CH-

DualNetSph significantly improve the storage efficiency at both the UE and the BS sides, but

also support more feedback overhead options compared with the typical settings of CsiNetPro

and DualNetSph implementations. CH-CsiNetPro can reduce the total storage space by 49%

compared with deploying multiple fixed-rate networks, one for each of the feedback overhead

options. For CH-DualNetSph, the storage space is reduced by 51%.

Besides the number of trainable parameters, the number of FLOPs of a neural network is

also an important metric, which measures the computation overhead of the neural network

model. The difference between the changeable-rate network and fixed-rate network is that FOCU

(implemented in the changeable-rate network) modifies FC layers. The number of FLOPs of the

FC layer is calculated as

FLOPs = 2× I × O, (11)

where I and O are the sizes of input and output FC layer, respectively. Assume that the length

of feedback codeword is L(< M) during the test of the model. At the UE side, the number of

FLOPs of the FC layer of length-fixed network is 2×2NtÑs×L. For the changeable-rate network,

only the first L elements of the FC layer need to be calculated and fed back to the BS. Therefore,

the number of FLOPs of the FC layer is also 4NtÑsL. At the BS side, only the first L elements

of the FC layer is involved in the computation of the decoder of changeable-rate network. The

number of FLOPs is 2×L×2NtÑs, which is the same as that of length-fixed network. Therefore,

during the inference of the model, at both the UE and BS sides, the changeable-rate network

with the FOCU does not increase the number of FLOPs compared with the fixed-rate network.

IV. QUANTIZATION WITH BOUND CONSTRAINTS AND APPROXIMATE GRADIENT

Although the current DL-based CSI feedback frameworks can achieve outstanding perfor-

mance, high accuracy of CSI reconstruction benefits from the typical computer number rep-

resentation in DL-based algorithms [18]–[20], [23], i.e., 32-bit floating-point number, which

consumes a bulk of bandwidth resources. Compared with CsiNetPro, DualNetSph exploits MDPQ

to quantize phase so that it is more efficient than CsiNetPro. However, the magnitude, which

is compressed by the neural network, is still represented and fed back in 32-bit floating-point

number and occupies much feedback link resource. Therefore, a general coding approach with
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Fig. 4. The box chart of the values of codeword elements and their statistics.

less quantization-bit is required for DL-based CSI feedback system to improve the encoding

efficiency of the neural network.

This section still takes CsiNetPro and DualNetSph as examples to analyze the distribution of

encoded codeword to design the efficient quantization module. Then, we introduce the details

of the proposed quantization module, i.e., pluggable quantization block (PQB).

The quantization operation divides the domain into a finite number of non-overlapping sub-

intervals and the input of the quantizer fallen into each of the sub-interval is represented with

a fixed value. Although the quantization operation introduces quantization error, which can be

regarded as noise, it can greatly reduce the feedback overhead.

In [29], uniform quantization, the most basic and widely-used quantization approach, is utilized

to represent compressed codewords. However, uniform quantization is deficient to represent non-

uniformly distributed signals. Non-uniform quantizer, especially µ-law compandor, is employed

to quantize codewords in CSI feedback process to deal with the non-uniform signal quantization

problem [30]. The µ-law transformation is defined as

f (x) =
ln (1 + µx)

1 + µ
, x ∈ [0, 1], (12)

where x is the input signal and µ is the companding coefficient. Then, f(x) is quantized

uniformly.
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Fig. 5. The structure of PQB. Utilizing sigmoid function, it is possible to obtain non-linearly companded and bounded codewords

simultaneously.

The authors in [33] provide two end-to-end quantization schemes for DL-based tasks with

bounded signal, i.e., passing gradient quantization and soft-to-hard quantization. The passing

gradient quantization approach skips the back-propagation process of the quantization operation

(this is equivalent to setting the gradient of the quantizer to constant one [27]). The soft-to-hard

quantization replaces the quantization function with an approximate differentiable function.

Fig. 4 visualizes the distribution of the codewords and the statistics of well-trained CsiNetPro

and DualNetSph in indoor and outdoor scenarios. Although most of codeword element values

are concentrated around 0, the maximum and minimum of these values are unbounded. To

retain more information, many DL-based CSI feedback architectures, including CsiNetPro and

DualNetSph, utilize the linear activation function to transform codeword values. This issue

results in unbounded distribution of codewords. The above-mentioned quantization approaches,

i.e., uniform, µ-law quantization, passing gradient and soft-to-hard quantization, require the

knowledge of the maximum and minimum values of codewords. However, these values are

dynamic and hard to know in advance in the end-to-end neural networks training. A suboptimal

solution is to train a network without quantization, then retrain the decoder with the quantized

codewords. However, such a retraining process makes the global optimization of quantization

operation and CSI reconstruction impossible, and consequently, it is hard for decoder to utilize

all of the information carried by codewords. An end-to-end CSI feedback framework with

quantization should be deployed. The values of the codewords must be bounded to enable the

end-to-end training process.

Different from the solution of retraining the decoder, we consider a monotone bounded

function defined over R, i.e., sigmoid function formulated as S(x) = 1
1+e−x , for both non-

linear transformation as well as bound constraints. As shown in Fig. 5, codeword sM is firstly

transformed by S(x). Then, S(sM) is quantized into a bit stream to feedback and de-quantized
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Fig. 6. The illustration of end-to-end quantization methods. The proposed PQB considers the behavior of quantizer in both

forward and back-propagation processes.

back into the approximated values S(ŝM). Finally, inverse sigmoid function S−1(x) transforms

S(ŝM) into approximated truncated codeword ŝM . Note that the described non-linear mapping

approach is universal and it can work for any length of the codewords sn as well. Therefore,

DL-based CSI feedback frameworks with quantization can be trained in an end-to-end way.

The distribution of the elements of codewords cannot be obtained during the process of end-

to-end training. Therefore, it is hard to design the quantizer according to the distribution before

the training of neural networks. To make the neural network with randomly initialized parameters

converges well at the early stage of training, for the interval x ∈ [0, 1], we consider the uniform

quantizer, and its quantization and de-quantization functions are formulated as follows,

fquan(x) = round(2b × x− 0.5), (13)

fde-quan(x) =
fquan(x) + 0.5

2b
, (14)

where round(·) denotes the rounding function and b is the number of quantization bits. The

gradient of quantization operation does not exist everywhere, which makes the back-propagation

training impossible.

To tackle this issue, as shown in Fig. 6 (a) and (b), passing gradient quantization [27], [33]

skips the back-propagation process of the quantization operation, and it is equivalent to setting
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the gradient of the quantization operation to constant one. Soft-to-hard quantization [33] replaces

the quantization function (13) with a differentiable function formulated as follows

f̃quan (x) =
2b−1∑

i=1

0.5(tanh
(
a
(
2bx− i

))
+ 1), x ∈ [0, 1] , (15)

where b is the number of quantization bits and a is a parameter that controls the degree of

approximation.

Different from the passing gradient and soft-to-hard quantization approaches, this paper pro-

poses an approximate gradient for the back-propagation process of the quantization function

fquan (x), which is formulated as

grad(x) =





1
C×d

exp

(
− 1

1−(M(x)
d )

2

)
,M (x) ∈ (−d, d)

0 , otherwise

, x ∈ [0, 1], (16)

where M (x) = (x mod 1
2b
)− 1

2b+1 , and d ∈ (0, 1
2b+1 ] controls the degree of approximation, i.e.,

the degree of approximation to the Dirac’s delta function. C is the normalization factor. The

approximate gradient of the quantizer grad (x) exists everywhere. During the training process,

the original gradient of quantization operation is replaced with grad (x).

To explain the advantages of the proposed PQB, we have two remarks as follows:

Remark 1: Indeed, the proposed approximate gradient function is constructed upon the func-

tion h(x) = exp
(
− 1

1−x2

)
, x ∈ (−1, 1), which is a bump function. In other words, h(x) is

smoooth and compactly supported. Note that the Dirac’s delta function can be defined as follows

δ(x) = lim
ǫ→0+

ǫ−1g
(x
ǫ

)
, (17)

where g(x) is an absolutely integrable function of total integral 1. For the case where g(x) is a

bump function, it is guaranteed that the limit in (17) converges to Dirac’s delta function almost

everywhere [34]. Therefore, it is desirable to use a bump function, e.g., h(x), as an approximation

of Dirac’s delta function.

Remark 2: The passing gradient quantization skips the back-propagation process of fquan (x)

directly and the soft-to-hard quantization replaces the forward propagation function fquan (x)

with f̃quan (x) to enable the training process. Due to the fact that the behavior of the quantizer

is deterministic, it is desirable to take the process of forward and back-propagation of the

quantization operation in the end-to-end training into consideration. As shown in Fig. 6 (c),

the proposed quantization scheme indeed takes the behavior of the quantizer into consideration.
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Fig. 7. Structure of proposed CH-CsiNetPro-PQB and CH-DualNetSph-PQB. FOCU and PQB can jointly optimize the efficiency

of CSI feedback systems.

The quantizer uses fquan (x) in forward propagation. In the process of back-propagation, we use

grad (x) as an approximation to mimic the behavior of fquan (x).

In summary, the proposed PQB is a plug-in module for improving the encoding efficiency

of DL-based CSI feedback frameworks. The bounded transformation and approximate gradient

of the quantizer make it possible to train the neural networks with PQB in an end-to-end way.

The behavior of the quantizer is completely considered and the global optimization of the CSI

feedback networks can be achieved.

Since PQB is valid for truncated codeword sM
′ as well, PQB can be combined with changeable-

rate CSI feedback frameworks proposed in Section III to jointly improve both the encoding and

the storage efficiency of CSI feedback system. Specifically, codeword generated from the encoder

is firstly truncated because of the feedback overhead constraint. Then, truncated codeword is

quantized by PQB and zero-padded into the codeword of the original length. Finally, quantized

and zero-padded codeword is utilized to recover CSI. As shown in Fig. 7, two joint efficiency-

optimizing frameworks, CH-CsiNetPro-PQB and CH-DualNetSph-PQB, are proposed. They can

be trained in an end-to-end way to achieve length-changeable CSI feedback and codewords

quantization simultaneously. Compared with CsiNetPro and DualNetSph, the novelty of CH-

CsiNetPro-PQB and CH-DualNetSph-PQB is that they can achieve bit-level variable length

encoding and decoding for DL-based CSI feedback systems, and it provides a guideline for
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future research on DL-based changeable-rate CSI feedback.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We first summarize the proposed methods as follows:

* FOCU. Make the feedback overhead of DL-based CSI feedback network changeable. We

apply FOCU to two DL-based fixed-rate CSI feedback networks CsiNetPro and DualNet-

Sph, and propose two changeable-rate CSI feedback networks, named CH-CsiNetPro and

CH-DualNetSph.

* PQB. A quantizer that can make the DL-based CSI feedback network achieve an end-to-

end quantization. PQB fully considers the behavior of the quantization operation in the

forward and back-propagation process. We apply PQB to CsiNetPro and DualNetSph, and

propose their counterparts which are with quantization operation, named CsiNetPro-PQB

and DualNetSph-PQB.

* FOCU+PQB. The combination of FOCU and PQB can make the DL-based CSI feed-

back networks achieve bit-level changeable rate CSI feedback. We apply FOCU+PQB to

CsiNetPro and DualNetSph, and propose two networks named CH-CsiNetPro-PQB and

CH-DualNetSph-PQB.

Then, this section introduces the experiment settings, including dataset generation, the training

setting of neural networks and the evaluation method. Next, we evaluate the performance of

proposed changeable-rate CSI feedback frameworks and analyze the mechanism behind FOCU.

Finally, we evaluate the performance of proposed quantization module PQB and analyze the

impact of PQB to the encoding efficiency of the neural networks.

A. Dataset Description and Experiment Settings

The widely-used channel model COST 2100 [28] is adopted to generate the datasets of massive

MIMO channels. Two scenarios are taken into consideration:

1) Indoor picocellular scenario with downlink carrier frequency of 5.3 GHz and uplink carrier

frequency of 5.1 GHz.

2) Outdoor rural scenario with downlink carrier frequency of 300 MHz and uplink carrier

frequency of 260 MHz.

We place the BS at the center of a square area with the lengths of 20m and 400m for indoor

and outdoor scenarios, respectively. The UE is uniformly randomly placed in the square area.
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Fig. 8. Performance of proposed changeable-rate networks CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph.

This paper uses uniform linear array (ULA) with Nt = 32 antennas at the BS side, and the

spacing of antennas is set to half-wavelength. The bandwidth of downlink and uplink is both 20

MHz for indoor and outdoor scenarios. The number of subcarriers is set to Ns = 1024. After

the transformation of the channel matrix from the spatial-frequency domain to the angular-delay

domain using 2-D DFT, the CSI matrix becomes sparse. We retrain the first Ñs = 32 rows of the

channel matrix to further reduce the dimension. The rest of the parameters for dataset generation

follows the default settings as described in [28].

The sizes of training and testing datasets are 100, 000 and 30, 000, respectively. The training

dataset is used to update trainable parameters of the network and the testing dataset is used to

evaluate the training results. The training and testing sets are disjoint. Similar to [18], matrices,

as the input of the neural network, are normalized to the interval [0, 1] to facilitate the training

process.

Because the proposed FOCU and PQB are both plug-in modules, they are compatible with

other neural networks and the training settings of the neural networks should be the same as

the original settings. For all the evaluated neural networks, we set the number of training epoch

and batch size to 2000 and 200, respectively. The learning rate is fixed to 0.001 and the loss

function is MSE. The ADAM [31] optimizer is used to update the trainable parameters.

The NMSE is used to evaluate the reconstruction accuracy of the downlink CSI matrix Hd,

NMSE is formulated as follows:
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Fig. 9. The standard deviations comparison in the indoor environment and the outdoor environment.

NMSE =
1

N

N∑

k=1

‖Hk
d − Ĥ

k
d‖

2
2

‖Hk
d‖

2
2

, (18)

where N is the size of training dataset.

B. Evaluation of Changeable-Rate Feedback Networks

1) Performance of the Proposed CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph: Fig. 8 (a) and (b)

compare the NMSE performance in dB scale of the proposed changeable-rate CSI feedback

networks CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph with their fixed feedback overhead counterparts

CsiNetPro and DualNetSph. The maximum feedback overhead is set to M = 512 for CH-

CsiNetPro and M = 256 for CH-DualNetSph. The performances of CH-CsiNetPro and CH-

DualNetSph with various feedback overhead values {0, 1, . . . ,M} are evaluated. For comparison,

we train and test the fixed feedback overhead networks under M = 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 for

CsiNetPro and M = 16, 32, 64, 128, 256 for DualNetSph.

From Fig. 8, it is obvious that CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph use only one network to

achieve nearly the same performance compared with the fixed feedback overhead networks in

both indoor environment and outdoor environment. Specifically, for indoor scenario, when the

feedback codeword is of medium length, the performance of CH-CsiNetPro is slightly worse

than that of CsiNetPro by 0.86 dB in average. When the length of feedback codeword is large

or small, the performance degrades more, i.e., by 3.94 dB for codeword of length 512 and by
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2.31 dB for codeword of length 32. For outdoor scenario, CH-CsiNetPro has a performance

degradation of 0.95 dB in average compared with CsiNetPro over all feedback overhead options.

Similar result is also observed for CH-DualNetSph. This shows that the proposed FOCU has

robust performance for changeable-rate feedback networks.

2) Network Robustness Analyze: As discussed in 1) of this subsection, CH-CsiNetPro and

CH-DualNetSph, which only use one neural network respectively, can achieve almost the same

accuracy compared with fixed feedback overhead networks CsiNetPro and DualNetSph. In this

part, the accuracy-ensuring and efficiency-improving mechanisms behind CH-CsiNetPro and

CH-DualNetSph are analyzed. The CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph adopt linear activation

for the generation of codewords. This work firstly calculates the mean values of codewords

generated by CH-CsiNetPro and CH-DualNetSph besides their fixed feedback overhead versions

with M = 512 and 256, respectively. Statistical results show that the mean values of codewords

in the above networks are near zero. Next, the standard deviation of the codeword values is

shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b). The standard deviation (SD) can reflect the degree of dispersion of

the codeword.

In Fig. 9 (a), it is observed that in CH-CsiNetPro, the SDs of the values of the codewords with

smaller indices is in general greater than that of the codewords with larger indices. But the SDs

of the values of CsiNetPro codeword are much more concentrated and are independent of their

index. The CH-DualNetSph in Fig. 9 (b) has the similar observation. Considering the mechanism

of FOCU, it always discards the last M − n elements of the codeword under the constraint of

the feedback overhead n and applies zero-padding operation. Thus, changeable-rate networks

tend to retain more information when the constraint of the feedback overhead n is smaller.

Fig. 8 (b) shows the NMSE of CH-DualNetSph. This work takes the indoor environment as

an example, when the length of feedback codeword decreases from 256 to 40, the degradation of

NMSE is 9.38 dB. As the length of feedback codeword continues to decrease to 0, the reduction

of NMSE is 9.14 dB. The performance results further show that the robustness of proposed

changeable-rate feedback networks.

C. Quantization Module Evaluation

This subsection compares the proposed end-to-end quantization neural networks using PQB

with the following quantization approaches:
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TABLE III

THE NMSE (dB) PERFORMANCE OF PQB USING CSINETPRO AND DUALNETSPH.

METHODS BEING COMPARED: WITHOUT QUANTIZATION (ORI); µ-LAW QUANTIZATION (µQ);

PASSING GRADIENT QUANTIZATION (PG); SOFT-TO-HARD QUANTIZATION (S2H).

CsiNetPro

indoor

M 32 64 128 256 512

b 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

ORI -7.16 -9.93 -11.56 -16.91 -27.60

µQ -4.16 -5.11 -6.28 -6.84 -5.54 -6.60 -7.61 -9.35 -7.01 -7.96 -9.95 -11.12 -9.80 -10.28 -13.63 -15.39 -12.15 -12.68 -15.80 -19.85

PG -5.68 -6.56 -6.75 -6.91 -7.71 -9.06 -9.53 -9.89 -8.72 -9.92 -10.77 -11.27 -11.90 -13.12 -13.65 -16.47 -13.78 -16.05 -18.05 -22.80

S2H +3.97 -2.65 -3.96 -5.79 +6.33 -1.75 -6.27 -7.97 +5.90 -6.03 -7.21 -11.86 +5.82 -8.74 -10.80 -11.51 -2.52 -11.09 -18.43 -22.27

PQB -5.68 -6.71 -7.02 -7.33 -7.95 -9.36 -9.91 -10.04 -10.22 -10.24 -11.18 -12.06 -12.22 -13.62 -14.84 -16.72 -14.62 -17.92 -20.52 -23.89

outdoor

M 32 64 128 256 512

b 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

ORI -4.27 -5.36 -6.26 -7.70 -10.91

µQ -2.62 -3.17 -3.83 -4.21 -3.77 -4.19 -4.89 -5.16 -4.69 -5.30 -5.95 -6.20 -6.00 -6.63 -7.40 -7.75 -7.82 -8.55 -10.02 -10.39

PG -3.52 -3.76 -3.95 -4.28 -4.31 -4.75 -4.93 -5.00 -5.02 -5.37 -6.10 -6.14 -6.57 -7.58 -7.70 -7.87 -8.72 -9.64 -10.13 -10.38

S2H -2.68 -3.98 -4.22 -4.37 -3.61 -4.70 -5.10 -5.17 -4.70 -5.52 -6.04 -6.13 -6.08 -7.37 -7.51 -7.45 -7.72 -9.66 -9.89 -10.54

PQB -3.58 -4.11 -4.26 -4.49 -4.41 -4.88 -5.10 -5.19 -5.38 -5.88 -6.21 -6.21 -6.78 -7.58 -7.84 -7.91 -8.80 -9.89 -10.40 -10.77

DualNetSph

indoor

M 16 32 64 128 256

b 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

ORI -14.22 -16.55 -20.41 -23.82 -27.43

µQ -11.07 -12.06 -12.97 -13.68 -12.42 -13.18 -14.36 -15.64 -13.94 -14.39 -16.99 -19.05 -15.32 -15.95 -19.10 -21.62 -16.84 -17.62 -21.22 -24.59

PG -12.56 -13.36 -13.73 -13.91 -14.24 -15.52 -16.05 -16.35 -16.32 -18.10 -19.24 -19.56 -18.28 -20.47 -21.89 -22.45 -20.44 -23.00 -24.48 -25.74

S2H +10.23 +5.47 -12.97 -14.00 +3.04 +3.93 -14.09 -15.26 +5.94 +4.59 -18.70 -19.52 +5.54 +3.87 -20.28 -22.88 +4.55 +4.09 -24.54 -25.71

PQB -12.59 -13.54 -13.91 -14.21 -14.30 -15.60 -16.29 -16.73 -16.34 -18.30 -19.58 -20.09 -18.30 -20.81 -22.43 -23.41 -20.50 -23.71 -26.38 -28.72

outdoor

M 16 32 64 128 256

b 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5

ORI -10.03 -10.29 -12.25 -14.87 -18.30

µQ -8.28 -8.74 -9.39 -9.58 -8.56 -8.81 -9.82 -10.25 -9.61 -10.09 -11.35 -12.10 -10.93 -11.62 -13.34 -14.28 -12.75 -13.56 -15.76 -17.51

PG -9.18 -9.46 -9.77 -9.93 -9.89 -10.16 -10.47 -10.49 -11.15 -11.45 -11.80 -11.83 -12.58 -13.32 -13.67 -13.89 -14.74 -15.88 -16.26 -16.74

S2H +7.78 +8.10 -9.33 -9.84 +11.01 +9.45 -10.59 -10.69 +13.68 +6.28 -11.93 -12.00 +7.76 +4.74 -13.76 -14.45 +4.52 -16.02 -16.99 -17.50

PQB -9.24 -9.56 -9.90 -10.14 -9.97 -10.53 -10.79 -10.86 -11.23 -11.77 -12.24 -12.38 -12.66 -13.65 -14.32 -14.75 -14.80 -16.25 -17.47 -17.93

* µ-law quantization [30] (µQ). The training process of neural network is divided into two

phases. The neural network is firstly trained without quantization. Then, the decoder is

retrained with the quantized codewords following µ-law.

* Passing gradient quantization [27], [33]. The neural network with quantization is trained in

an end-to-end way. The back-propagation of the quantizer is skipped, which is equivalent

to setting the gradient of the quantization function to constant one.

* Soft-to-hard quantization [33]. The quantization function is replaced with an approximate

differentiable function. The neural network with the approximate quantization function is

trained in an end-to-end way.

We use CsiNetPro and DualNetSph to show the performance of the proposed quantization

approaches. The number of pretraining epochs for neural networks without quantization is still
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2000. Extra 500 training epochs are performed for the decoder to optimize the network with

quantization operation. In this experiment, we set a = 8 in (15) and d = 0.5 in (16). We compare

the settings with different numbers of quantization bits b = 2, 3, 4, 5.

Table III shows the NMSE performance of proposed quantization module PQB using CsiNet-

Pro and DualNetSph. The end-to-end quantization networks with PQB outperform other ap-

proaches by a margin. When the number of quantization bits is 5, CsiNetPro and DualNetSph

with PQB can achieve nearly the same performance as that without quantization. PQB sig-

nificantly improves the encoding efficiency. Compared with 32-bit float-pointing expression of

codewords, PQB saves 84.4% bit-width with the same accuracy. Moreover, when the number of

bits decreases, PQB can ensure a robust performance even with a small number of quantization

bits. For example, in indoor environment, when the number of quantization bits of DualNetSph

decreases from 5 to 2, the performance of µQ degrades rapidly. The network with 2-bit soft-to-

hard quantization turns out to be hard to converge (marked in red). PQB also outperforms passing

gradient quantization. Therefore, PQB can provide better trade-off between the performance and

efficiency. From 4-bit encoding to 2-bit encoding, the NMSE performance of PQB is only

worsened by about 20% in dB scale. According to this, we further expect that PQB can still

have a relatively robust performance under even tighter bit-width limitation, e.g., 1-bit encoding.

This work further analyzes the above results via the information entropy. The NMSE perfor-

mance can represent the ability of neural networks to extract codewords information. Therefore,

if the entropy of the value of codeword is low, the NMSE performance of neural network will

be poor. But if the entropy of the value of codeword is relatively high, the NMSE performance

of neural network is depended on the ability of neural network to decode from the codeword.

The empirical entropy (bits/element) of codewords under different quantization methods is listed

in Table IV. For the end-to-end quantization approaches, the codewords of the passing gradient

and soft-to-hard quantization have smaller entropy values than that of PQB, which may, to

some extent, explain the reason why they have worse performance than PQB. For the µ-law

quantization involving retraining, the entropy value of the codewords is greater than that of all

of the end-to-end quantization methods. However, the performance of PQB is still better than

µQ. Perhaps this is because the neural network with PQB is optimized in an end-to-end way,

and such a global optimization process makes it possible for the decoder to extract much more

useful information from the quantized codewords. Although the codewords of µQ turn out to be

more uniformly distributed, the decoder cannot completely exploits the information due to the
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TABLE IV

THE COMPARISON OF EMPIRICAL ENTROPY (bits/element) OF DIFFERENT QUANTIZATION METHODS.

THE NUMBERS OF QUANTIZATION BITS ARE 3 AND 4. THE LENGTHS OF CODEWORDS ARE 64, 256 FOR CSINETPRO AND

32, 128 FOR DUALNETSPH.

CsiNetPro DualNetSph

indoor

M 64 256

indoor

M 32 128

b 3 4 3 4 b 3 4 3 4

µQ 2.61 3.44 2.53 3.43 µQ 2.60 3.46 2.54 3.45

PG 2.05 2.88 2.09 2.97 PG 2.02 2.76 1.94 2.66

S2H 2.21 3.00 2.26 2.94 S2H 1.98 2.90 1.98 2.83

PQB 2.24 3.11 2.27 3.14 PQB 2.25 3.11 2.24 3.09

outdoor

M 64 256

outdoor

M 32 128

b 3 4 3 4 b 3 4 3 4

µQ 2.58 3.45 2.59 3.42 µQ 2.61 3.45 2.56 3.42

PG 2.05 2.71 1.96 2.74 PG 2.06 2.76 1.99 2.67

S2H 2.03 2.84 2.07 3.07 S2H 1.90 2.68 2.01 2.67

PQB 2.25 3.12 2.25 3.13 PQB 2.27 3.12 2.26 3.12

fact that the neural network is deployed with a sub-optimal retraining process.

D. The Combination of FOCU and PQB

The proposed changeable-rate and quantization modules are compatible with other DL-based

CSI feedback neural networks. Therefore, the neural network can achieve changeable-rate CSI

feedback and end-to-end quantization using FOCU and PQB at the same time to jointly improve

the efficiency of CSI feedback system.

The NMSE performance of CsiNetPro and DualNetSph with FOCU and PQB, called CH-

CsiNetPro-PQB and CH-DualNetSph-PQB are evaluated at the same time. The numbers of the

quantization bits b are set from 2 to 5. The maximum feedback codeword length is 512 for CH-

CsiNetPro and 256 for CH-DualNetSph. The lengths M of feedback codewords for CsiNetPro-

PQB are 32, 64, 128, 256, 512 and for DualNetSph-PQB are 16, 32, 64, 128, 256. The total

number of feedback bits is M × b.
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Fig. 10. The NMSE performance of neural networks with the combination of FOCU and PQB with different quantization bits.

Total feedback overhead is M × b bits.

As shown in Fig. 10 (a) to (d), the FOCU can cooperate well with the quantization networks

using PQB. The performance of changeable-rate quantization networks is slightly inferior to that

of length-fixed of feedback codewords quantization networks with average degradation of about

1.60 dB, 0.90 dB and 1.84 dB and 1.12 dB, respectively, for CsiNetPro-PQB indoor, CsiNetPro-

PQB outdoor, DualNetSph-PQB indoor and DualNetSph-PQB outdoor. It is obviously that

when the length of feedback codewords increases, the performance gap between changeable-rate

quantization networks and fixed feedback overhead quantization networks increases as well. That

is because when the length of feedback codewords increases, CsiNetPro-PQB and DualNetSph-

PQB can describe the features more finely to provide the performance gain. However, rather than
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expressing the specific features for each feedback overhead, changeable-rate networks focus on

the common features which exist in all the feedback codewords lengths. In addition, when the

number of quantization bits decreases, the performance gap between changeable-rate quantization

networks and length-fixed feedback overhead quantization networks becomes smaller.

In summary, this section evaluates and discusses the efficiency and performance improvement

of DL-based CSI feedback systems with FOCU and PQB. FOCU can extract the common features

of different feedback overhead, thereby it improves the storage efficiency of both the BS and the

UE. PQB improves the encoding efficiency of codewords to greatly save the feedback bandwidth.

It takes the behavior of the quantization operation into consideration during both forward and

back-propagation processes and optimizes the quantization neural networks in an end-to-end way

to achieve a better performance with a less codewords entropy compared with other traditional

quantization methods.

VI. CONCLUSION

DL-based methods are demonstrated to be a promising way in FDD wireless system CSI

feedback. This motivates a further research for the improvement of system efficiency. We propose

a general DL-based changeable-rate CSI feedback framework with novel quantization operation

to improve the efficiency of massive MIMO CSI feedback systems. The proposed CH-CsiNetPro

and CH-DualNetSph reutilize all the network layers to achieve overhead-changeable CSI feed-

back. They save storage space by about 50% at the UE and the BS sides and do not increase

the computation overhead compared with the conventional DL-based length-fixed CSI feedback

approaches. The proposed PQB not only improves the encoding efficiency but also has better

CSI reconstruction accuracy compared with existing quantization methods.

For future works, it is interesting to exploit the correlation of codewords generated by FOCU

to improve the reconstruction accuracy of CSI and utilize the entropy encoding [32] to further

improve the encoding efficiency of PQB.
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